Introducing ...

Research Support Services (RSS) and MyResearchNavigators

Research Support Services

- **First-line contact** for basic, translational, and clinical researchers
- **Provides support for research applications and systems**, resolving issues on the first contact when possible
- **An entry point to additional research support through interactions with**
  - MyResearchNavigators
  - Maestro Care Research Concierge
  - Academic Desktop Support

MyResearchNavigators

A team of people who support researchers by

- **Identifying available resources** on campus
- **Suggesting funding opportunities** and educational programs
- **Connecting with experts** or potential collaborators
- **Answering questions** about policies and best practices in conducting research at Duke

Call 919.684.2243, option 4 for RSS

Applications and systems issues resolved by RSS

Other needs routed to MyResearchNavigators

Visit our resources: www.DTMI.duke.edu

Dedicated phone line: 919.668.7900

Direct email: MyResearchNavigators@duke.edu